
STEP ONE

Top Posts

PS

ATTACHING TOP POST (see diagram 1):

6x4 & 4x2 (34 1/2� Rod - Optional)
- Take a 1/2� flange nut and screw onto one end of the 33 1/2�

threaded rod, until flush with the end of the rod.
- Take top post (DS) and position against Gator frame rail

with the angle bracket under the frame.
- Position top post (PS) in the same position on right side of

Gator.  (It may take two people to hold in place.)
- While holding top posts, push the 33 1/2� threaded rod

through the top post flange bracket, through the large
square hole in the Gator frame and out through the top
post flange bracket on the other side of vehicle.

- Attach a flange nut and tighten loosely.

TOOLS REQUIRED:
� ratchet with 9/16� & 3/4� sockets
� 9/16� & 3/4� wrenches
� tape measure
� electric drill & 3/8� drill bit

IMPORTANT:  6x4 requires template Part #DJ-64 - small die-
grinder with cutting disc or a Jig-saw.

FIBERGLASS PARTS LIST: A DC2PT Canopy.

HARDWARE PARTS LIST: One top post / driver�s side (DS) -
one top post / passenger side (PS); two top tubes (TT) - two post
brackets (PB) - one cross tube (CT); two anchor brackets - one 34
1/2� threaded rod - One 33 1/2� threaded rod
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- Position the two top post brackets (PB) on the inside of the
top posts (DS & PS)

- For each side, working from the inside out, push the two
2� x 1/2� bolts through the holes in the brackets and the top
posts and attach plain washers and flange nuts on the
outside.  Tighten loosely.

- Using the two Top Tubes (TT) and four 2 1/4� x 3/8� bolts,
washers and flange nuts, and again, from the inside out,
push the bolts through plain washers,  the top tubes (TT),
through the top post brackets (PB) and attach the four
flange nuts (see diagram 3)

- Level top tubes and tighten all bolts

ATTACHING TOP POST BRACKETS (PB) & TOP TUBES (TT)
(see diagram 3):
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Diagram 3

STEP TWO

STEP THREE
ATTACHING CROSS TUBE (CT) (see diagram 4):

- Take the Cross Tube (CT) and position inside rear holes of
the Top Tubes (TT)

- Push the two 2� x 1/2� bolts through the two plain washers
and through the Top Tubes

- Bolt them into the ends of the Cross Tube
- Tighten

Cross-Tube (CT)

Diagram 4

STEP FOUR
ATTACHING CANOPY (see diagram 5):

- Lift the Canopy onto the top tubes (TT) and move into
the most suitable position

- With someone holding the Canopy, drill a 3/8� hole from
below up through a rear hole in a top tube and through the
fiberglass Canopy.

- Use a 3� x 3/8� bolt pushed through this hole to hold the
Canopy in place while you drill the other three holes,
using the same method as hole #1

- Push all four bolts up from below through the top tubes
using the appropriate hardware provided (bolt-plain
washer, rubber spacer, rubber faced washer-flange
nut)

- Check that the Canopy is positioned correctly, and is at the
desired angle

- Tighten

CANOPY

Diagram 5

NOTE:  This section applies to 6x4 Gator only

The DJ-64 Template

The DJ-64 Template is used on the front fender sections on both
sides of the 6x4 Gator.

- Place templates over fender sections as shown in
diagram 6 and 7.

- Mark a cut-line and use a die-grinder with a cutting disc
or Jigsaw to remove that section, so that the two top
posts (DS & PS) can fit into these slots.
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NOTE:  This section applies to 6x4 Gator only

REMOVING CENTER WHEELS:
Raise the Gator and remove the two center wheels to gain access
to the front fender sections.  Remove the front fender sections by
unscrewing the attaching metal screws.

CUTTING FENDER SLOTS (see sketches on Back page)

Take the two left and right fiberglass templates (DJ-64) and slip the
correct template over the appropriate fender section.  Use a marker
to accurately draw the cutting lines on the fender.  Use a die-grinder
with a cutting disc or a Jigsaw to remove these sections.

On 4x2 Gator  attach anchor brackets using 4 1/2� bolts
through the bottom holes in top posts (DS & PS) with anchor brackets
hooked over Gator frame rail.

On 6x4 Gator  take the 34 1/2� threaded rod and take a 1/2�
flange nut, screw on until flush with one end.  Push the rod through
the lowest hole in a top post and under the Gator frame out through
the lowest hole in the top post on the other side.  Attach a 1/2� flange
nut.  Gradually tighten up the four nuts ensuring the two top posts are
parallel, and pushed upwards until the lower angle brackets are tight
against the underside of the Gator frame.

IMPORTANT NOTE:  Each DC2PT kit contains a 34 1/2� long
threaded rod & 2 flange nuts.  This rod is intended for use only with
the 6x4 Gator.

The 4x2 Gator uses the anchor brackets in place of this rod.  (This
rod can be used in place of the anchor brackets on the 4x2, but we
recommend using only the anchor brackets.)
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4x2 Only  ATTACHING Anchor Brackets (see diagram 2):

STEP ONE cont...

Diagram 2


